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ABSTRACT 
A backward error analysis of approximate deflation pair systems of generalized 
eigenvalue problem is presented. The perturbation matrices obtained can be ex- 
pressed by the residuals of the approximate deflation pair systems. Therefore, the 
corresponding error bounds with respect to the Frobenius norm and the spectral norm 
are computable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the computation of invariant subspaces of matrices and 
the computation of generalized invariant subspaces of matrix pairs have been 
the subjects of intensive research. Some methods of obtaining error and 
perturbation bounds for invariant subspaces and generalized invariant sub- 
spaces have also been .presented [2,3,5,7]. For the standard eigenvalue 
problem residual bounds on approximate eigensystems of matrices have been 
obtained in [6]. These bounds are different from most of the others, and their 
distinguishing feature is computability. For the generalized eigenvalue prob- 
lem the concept of deflation pair, which can be regarded as a generalization 
of the invariant subspace of a matrix to a matrix pair, has been introduced 
[7]. In this paper residual error bounds on approximate deflation pairs for the 
generalized eigenvalue problem are presented. 
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2. COMPUTATION OF A DEFLATION PAIR 
We have presented an algorithm for block diagonalization of a matrix pair 
simultaneously in [2, 31. It can be used to compute a deflation pair. 
Let A and B be n X n (real or complex) matrices, and A - AB be a 
regular matrix pencil, i.e. det(A - AB) f 0. The corresponding matrix pair is 
denoted by (A, B) and is called an n x n regular matrix pair. If we have 
QAZ = A, and QBZ=B,, 
where Q and Z are R X n nonsingular matrices, then the matrix pair (A, B) 
and the matrix pair (A,, B,) are called equivalent. 
Let _5?- and ?V be two m-dimensional subspaces (m < n), and let R,(T) 
={u]u=Av, 0 E a} and Rs(%) = {u 1 u = Bv, o E .!T}. If 
RJX), RB( %) c CY', then 95 - g is called an m-dimensional right deflation 
pair of the matrix pair (A, B) [7]. A right deflation pair of the matrix pair 
(AH, BH) is called a left deflation pair of the matrix pair (A, B). 
We now sketch how to use the algorithm presented in [2, 31 to compute 
m-dimensional right and left deflation pairs. 
First we use the QZ algorithm and the ordering algorithm in [2, 31 to get 
unitary matrices Q and Z such that 
QAZ=[A;l AA;], QBZ= [B;l ii;], 
where A,, and A, are, respectively, m x m and (n - m) x (n - m) upper 
triangular or (in the real case) quasi-upper triangular (i.e., there may be some 
2 ~2 blocks on the diagonal) matrices, and B,, and B,, are, respectively, 
m x m and (n - m) X (n - m) upper triangular matrices. Denote 
Z= [X1,X,] and Q”= [Yl,Y,], 
where X, and Y, are n X m matrices and X, and Yz are n X (n - m) 
matrices. Then from (1) we have 
AX, = Y,All and BX, = Y,B,,. (2) 
Hence the columns of Xi and Y, form orthononnal bases of S? and Y 
respectively, where 3 - Y is a right deflation pair of (A, B). 
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Then we can get nonsingular matrices 0 and ? to block diagonalize the 
matrices QAZ and QSZ in (1) simultaneously [2, 31: 
Denote 
From (3) we have 
Hence the columns of Vi and Wi form a basis of a left deflation subspace 
pair of (A, B). Here A,, and B,, are called Rayleigh components of (A, B), 
and the corresponding pair is denoted by (A,,, B,,). From (2) and (4) we 
assert that th_e right deflation pair (basis) {Xi, Y,} and the left deflation pair 
(basis) {Vi, W, } which are associated with the same Rayleigh pair (A,,, B,,) 
should satisfy the equations 
We have thus got a right defl?tion pair (orthonormal basis) {Xi, Y,}, a 
left deflation pair (basis) {Vi, W,}, and a corresponding Rayleigh pair 
(A,,, B,,) for a given matrix pair (A, B) and a given dimension number m. 
In order to define residuals, we first orthonormalize the 
basis. Let 
left deflation pair 
- l/2 
(6) 
and 
A,, = (V/q) - "'All( @ftil)1’2, B,, = ( q”Vl) - “‘Bll( %‘;fi1)1’2. 
(7) 
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vyv, = I,) wyw, = I,, 
and the matrix pairs (Air, B,,) and (A,,, B,,) are equivalent. Furthermore, 
from (5) we have 
V,“Y,A,, = A,,W;X,, Vr”Y,B,, = &w,Hx,. (8) 
We define residual matrices R,, R,, S,, and S, as follows: 
R, = AX, - Y,A,,, S,H = V;A - &Wl”, 
(9) 
R, = BX, - Y,B,,, Sz” = VYB - B,,W,“. 
3. RESIDUAL ERROR BOUNDS 
We now come to the main result of this paper. For a given matrix pair 
(A, B) we have got, for example through the process described above or in 
any other way, approximate right and left deflation pairs { Xi, Y, } and 
{vi, @r } and the corresponding Rayleigh pair (A,,, B,,). We will show that 
these approximate quantities for (A, B) are accurate ones for a perturbation 
matrix pair (A - E, B - 8’). Furthermore, the bounds of llEllF and llFllF as 
well as llEllz and llFl[s can be expressed by the corresponding norms of 
residual matrices in (9), and so they are computable. 
THEOREM. Let (A, B) be a given n X n regular matrix pair. Let 
(A,,, B,,)_be a putative m x m (m < n) regular matrix pair, and {X,, Y,} 
and { V,, W, } be putative bases of m-dimensional approximate right and left 
deflation pairs, respectively, of which the basis {X,, Y,} is orthonormal. 
Moreover, assume that the equations in (5) are satisfied. Then there exists a 
unique matrix pair (A - E, B - F)_with minimal Frobenius norms 11 E I( F and 
llFllF such that { X,,Y,} and {V,, W,} are, respectively, right and left 
deflation pair bases of (A - E, B - F) with respect to (A,,, B,,), i.e., 
(A - E)X, = YIA,,, ?F( A - E) = A,,#;, P-0 
(B - F)X, = Y,B,,, f;( B - F) = B,,WF. (11) 
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Moreover, E and F have the following expressions [cf. (6), (7), and (9)]: 
E = (I - ;VIVy)RIXr + V,S,H( I - +XIXr), (12) 
F=(Z-;V,V,H)R,X,H+V$~(Z-;XIX~), (13) 
and for llEllF and (JFl(, we have 
IIEII; = llWl”F + IISAIZ, - IIS~XJI; = ll%ll”F + IlS,ll; - IlV~~~ll;~ (14) 
IIFII; = ll%lli + ll%llz, - Il%‘%ll; = IIWI; + IIUIZ, - llV,HR,ll;~ (15) 
There, also exis? a matrix pair (A - 8, B - 4 with minimal spectral 
runm.s lIElIz and l18J12 such that {Xl,Y,} and {V,, W,} are, respectively, 
right and lefi deflation pair bases of (A - I?, B - 6 with respect to 
(A,,, B,,), and 
llBllZ = max{ IIRll12, IIsll12) = PE, 06) 
~~~~2 = max{IIR2112p I~s2~~2~ = PF. 07) 
Proof. From (8) [cf. (5) and (S)] we have 
V;( AX, - Y,A,,)X,H = (V;A - &WF)X,X;, 
V,“( BX, - Y,B,,)X,H = (V;B - &W;)XIX;, 
(18) 
i.e. [cf. (9)] 
Hence we have 
V,NR, = S;X1, VIHR, = SFX1. 
Obviously, Equations (10) and (11) can be rewritten as 
EX, = R,, VrE = SF, 
FX, = R,, V;F = Sz. 
09) 
(20) 
(21) 
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Now the n X m matrices Xi and Vi are extended to unitary matrices X 
and V, respectively, i.e. 
x = [Xl> x,1 > v= [VlJJ 
Let 
Z,, = VIHR, = Sf’X,, 
Z,, = vZHRl, 
It is easily verified that 
Z,, = S,“X,, 
Z22 arbitrary. 
z z12 
E=V zll 
[ 1 z XH 21 22 (22) 
is a solution of (20) and hence of (10). Owing to the restriction (19) the 
expression (22) will cover all solutions of (10) if one takes all possible Z,,‘s. 
It can be shown, after some manipulation, that 
E = R,Xf + V,Sf’- V,Z,,X;’ + V,Z,,X,H, 
and if we take Z,, = 0 then 
E = R,X,H + V,S,” - V,Z,,X,H. 
Obviously, this is the unique solution with the minimal norm IIEIIF. From 
(22), we have 
that is, (14) follows. 
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For the spectral norm (1. 112, by the dilation theorem in [4], we assert that 
there exists a 2, (thus I?) such that 
Zll 
=max (lli Ill Z 2 IILL &?I II2 21 2 I 
that is, (16) follows. 
(13), (15), and (17) can be deduced similarly. a 
REMARK 1. For the spectral norm the minimal solutions I? aad $ ar? not 
unique. From the dilation theorem in [4] all possible solutions E and F can 
be written as 
ii: = (I - ~Vlv~)R,X~ +v&q z - $X1X?) + v&x,“, 
@= (I - ~V~v~)R,X; +vg( I - +x,x3 + v,&x,“, 
where 
& = - ;K,( Rf’V, + X,HS,)L, + f~& - K,K$“&(z - L’ELE)“~, 
while K,, I;,, K,, and L, are as follows: 
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(here Mt denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of the matrix M), and QE and 
QF are two arbitrary (n - m) X(n - m) matrices satisfying llQEjlz < 1 and 
llQFllz < 1, respectively. 
REP 2. In [l] we proved a part of the theorem (i.e. the residual error 
bounds with respect to the Frobenius norm) in a rather different way. 
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